
Psalm 129—Do Not Lose Heart

Intro:
• Story of Caddie—he had no anchor or refuge for when things went wrong and because of 

that is now lost and searching and hopeless.
• Nepal—Baltimore—Ferguson—Your dad dying—sometimes it seems like the easiest thing 

to do is tune out all the pain and brokenness around us and PRETEND LIKE IT ISN’T 
THERE.

• There is a brand of Christianity that is so horrified by pain, lose and suffering that it pretends 
that it isn’t there and just focuses on being healthy and well and happy.
• PROBLEM—what happens when we approach life that way and then things to BAD!?

• Another option—we prepare NOW to think rightly about suffering so that when it comes, we 
are ready to stand firm and not lose heart!

• NASA training—almost all of their time training, apart from the whole environmental 
acclimation part, is troubleshooting for all the moments when things DO NOT go as planned.
• Founded in 1958—in 1985 they realized their training was off and began FOCUSING on 

preparing for things to go wrong!

Read the Text
• v.4 = THE KEY—“THE LORD IS RIGHTEOUS”

• This is a declaration of faith in the midst of suffering and pain!
• This is why we HAVE to talk about the hard things…this is why, as individuals, we have to 

think about the hard things so that in the midst of the suffering we might declare the glory 
of God and not lose heart!

Read 2 Corinthians 4:16-18
• Our suffering and affliction comes from 2 primary places

• Fallen Creation—Romans 8:19-22—for the creation waits with eager longing for the 
revealing of the sons of God. For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but 
because of him who subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will be set free from its 
bondage to corruption and obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of God. for we 
know that the whole creation has been groaning together in the pains of childbirth until 
now.”

• Tsunamis, earthquakes, cancer, alzheimers.
• Fallen Humanity—Sinful PEOPLE causing pain and suffering to one another.
• We are under this curse BUT the promise of redemption anchors our HOPE.

• Our response to suffering stated 2 ways:
• Negative—Do Not Lose Heart
• Positive—being renewed day by day

• The Point—There is a way to not lose heart even when it looks like we have every reason 
to.
• v.16—So we do not lose heart. Though our outer self is wasting away, our inner self is 

being renewed day by day.
• Wasting Away = BEING DESTROYED 
• THIS IS ABOUT NOT GIVING UP AND JUMPING SHIP WHEN PAIN AND AFFLICTION 

COMES!



• The Secret—Paul is holding out to us a rock of certainty that is unmoved by even the most 
heinous suffering imaginable.
• Paul is claiming to have an ANSWER that everyone in the world wants—how to withstand 

the onslaught of suffering in this world! Nobody says…what I want today is to TOTALLY 
LOSE HEART!

• Suicide—those who commit suicide have TRIED to find hope/renewal and couldn’t!
• Recognize the need for renewal (v.16)

• BEING RENEWED DAY BY DAY—this is not a secret sauce that is a one-time quick fix. 
• The whole idea of RENEWAL is that there is waning encouragement, that hope fades…we 

cannot run todays life on yesterday’s newness!
• Source of CONTINUAL, REPEATING hope

• New Believer—I have found life and I am just SOARING carefree on wings like eagles! 
YOU WON’T BE FOR LONG!

• 2 Parallel Truths to Remember:
• Everyday has its own trouble—Matthew 6:34
• Everyday has its own mercy—Lamentations 3:21

• Why does God do it this way? Why not just give us MAX NEWNESS from the start!?
• Recognizing we need gas daily PUTS US IN THE STATION! If it didn’t happen that way, 

we might get puffed up about our life and think we have arrived!
• Needing renewal points to our FINITENESS and God’s power and INFINITENESS is put 

on display!
• See the pathway to not losing heart (v.7-15, 17)

• Grammar Lesson
• V.16—begins with “SO” (another word for THEREFORE)
• V.17—begins with “FOR” (another word for BECAUSE)
• I’m hungry SO I am going to have lunch. (when reason is before action, use therefore).
• I’m going to have lunch because I am hungry (when action is first, use BECAUSE.)
• When we see the SO and the FOR we respond by saying, “the pathway to NOT LOSING 

HEART is in v.7-15 and then in v.17!
• Why not to lose heart:

• FROM EARLIER IN TEXT
• v.7—therefore we do not lose heart
• v.8-9—therefore do not lose heart
• v.10—therefore we do not lose heart
• v.14—therefore we do not lose heart

• When there’s a gun to your head, how do you not LOSE HEART!?
• GOD WILL RAISE ME FROM THE DEAD!

• FROM VERSE 17—this is the MAIN CAUSE for not losing heart! 
• For this light momentary affliction is preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all 

comparison.
• Suffering not as PUNITIVE but PREPARATORY.
• This means that ALL of our suffering is MEANINGFUL—it is doing something! It is 

PRODUCING a peculiar glory that will be OURS at death.



• Believe the secret of not losing heart
• v.18—as we look not to the things that are seen but to the things that are unseen.
• Verse 18 is there to tell us—LOOK to and believe THIS SECRET!
• If you look around you, at the tsunamis and murders and diseases and death ALL YOU CAN 

DO is lose heart.
• We must LOOK UP…look a different place and find hope!

• Paul is seeing BEYOND the pain and suffering to what is BEHIND it.
• This caused him to see his pain as LIGHT and MOMENTARY and what was coming as 

ETERNAL and WEIGHTY.

Conclusion:
• Jesus, more so than any of us, experienced this suffering and affliction. He suffered as a 

lamb being led to the slaughter.
• Any suffering we endure is a SHARING in his suffering!

• 1 Peter 4:13—but rejoice insofar as you share Christ’s sufferings, that you may also 
rejoice and be glad when his glory is revealed.

• John 15:20—if they persecuted me, they will persecute you.
• WE DO NOT SUFFER ALONE.

• The cross demonstrates to us that God is not DISTANT FROM OUR PAIN but ENTERS 
INTO OUR PAIN!


